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Abstract- Human motion detection and analysis is currently an
important area of research, motion analysis help us to solve many
problems. An Automated Video Surveillance Model is presented
in this paper. The model which I proposed is capable of detecting
and monitoring people in both environments Indoor and outdoor.
The Model is capable to find out the Suspicious and NonSuspicious activities. It also detects multiple peoples in video and
monitoring their activities. Moving targets are detected and their
boundaries extracted, we use star skeletonization technique with
the adaptive centroid point to create human skeletons. In this
paper we use HMM-based methodology for action recognition.
In our proposed method, a series of star skeletons is generated
according to action over time. Then, time-sequential images
frame is converted into a feature vector sequence and the feature
vector is translated into sequence of symbols after that we use
Neural Network for action recognition which represents the
particular action in Suspicious and Non-Suspicious category. We
design a codebook of posture, which contains representative star
skeletons of various human action types and define a star
distance to find out the similarity between feature vectors. Each
and every sequence of feature vector is matched against the
codebook and Neural Network after that Symbol is assigned to
the most similar. Then the time-sequential images or frames are
converted to a sequence of symbol posture by this, we easily
categorize the actions.
Index Terms- Moving target,
recognition, HMM, Neural Network.
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skeleton,

Action

are applied to the foreground regions to fill holes, remove noise,
and ensure connectivity [4]. Background subtraction is a widely
used approach from detecting moving objects of videos from
static cameras. Thinking of the approach is that of detecting the
moving objects of the difference between the current frame and a
reference frame, often called the “background model” or
“background image”. As a baric, the background image must be
a representation of the scene of no moving objects and must be
kept regularly updated so as to adapt to the varying luminaries
conditions and geometry settings [5][6]. We use the Neural
Network for classify the particular action [9] [10] [11]. More
complex models have extended the concept of “background
subtraction” beyond its literal meaning. Background subtraction
(BS) is a “quick” way of localizing moving objects. The “star”
skeleton consists of only the gross extremities of the target joined
to its centroid in a “star” fashion [7] [8]. HMM is a type of
stochastic state transit models. By HMMs we generate the
codebook and we use Neural Network for action recognizes [12]
[13] then we relate them to their use for automatic pattern
recognition.
2. Proposed Method
This system architecture consists of three parts:
1. Feature Extraction
2. Mapping features to symbols
3. Action recognition
2.1 Feature Extraction

INTRODUCTION

Recognizing human activities from video is important
applications of computer vision. This application is very useful
for video surveillance, human-computer interface, industry,
academia, security agencies, consumer agencies, and the general
populace as well [1]. The classification of human actions has
remained a challenging problem of the sheer amount of
variations in the imaging conditions (view-point, illumination
etc.) and attributes of the individual and therefore captures the
local appearance and motion information. Methods based on
local features or interest points have shown a promising result in
action recognition. Most of the approaches described above
advocates the use of single features of human action
classification [2] [3]. In this paper, we propose a non-modelbased algorithm to recognize human activity. In the proposed
algorithm, we segment each frame of the input video into
foreground and background regions. Morphological operations

In the Feature Extraction phase we follow the three steps which are:-

Figure-1 Process flow of Feature Extraction
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2.1.1
Foreground Segmentation
Foreground Segmentation is a common approach from
discriminating moving objects of the Video. By removing the
foreground from the background we got the Objects [1].
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2.1.2
Border Extraction
For finding the Border of the Object we follow the step of figure2. According to the algorithm first we Binaries the frame then we
perform Dilation and Erosion by this any small holes in the target
is removes and it smoothes out any interlacing anomalies [8].
After the target has been cleaned, its outline is extracted and we
got the border of the target.

low pass filtering or linear smoothing filter in the
Fourier domain.
Local maxima of Di are taken as extremal points, and
the “star” skeleton is created by joining them to the
target centroid (X, Y). By finding zero-crossings of the
difference function Local maxima are detected.
By this “star” skeleton is illustrated.



Advantages of star skeletonization
 It is not iterative and is, therefore,
computationally cheap.
 It also explicitly provides a mechanism for
controlling scale sensitivity.
 It relies on no a priori human model.

2.2 Mapping Features to Symbols or Training

Figure-2 Process flow of border Extraction of target
2.1.3 Star Skeleton
Star skeleton is a very useful approach to find out the stricture of
any object. Using the skeletonization approach, no such models
are required, so the method can be applied to other objects like
animals and vehicles.
 The centroid of the image boundary (X, Y) is
determined.
Figure-3 Process flow of border Mapping Features to Symbols or
Training





Where (X, Y) is the average boundary pixel position, Na
is denoted the number of boundary pixels, pixel on the
boundary of the target (Xi, Yi).
The distances D from the centroid (X, Y) to each border
point (Xi, Yi) are calculated.

Di is expressed as a one dimensional discrete function of
D. This function is periodic with period Na. Di is
smoothed for noise reduction. This can be done using a

2.2.1

Feature Extraction

A series of Human action postures is composed of time.
Boundary shape technique is the effective way to represent the
posture of human action. However, to describe a human posture
using the whole human contour is inefficient since each border
point is too much similar to its neighbor points. Principle
Component Analysis techniques are used to reduce the
redundancy, due to matrix operations it is computational
expensive. On the other hand, to represent posture simple
information likes human height and width may be used [7]. To
describe a posture consequently features must be extracted.
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Human skeleton seems to be a good selection. For
skeletonization there are many standard techniques such as
distance transformation and thinning. These techniques are
computationally expensive and highly susceptible to noise in the
target boundary.
2.2.2

Mapping features to symbols

HMM is applying to time-sequential video, the symbol sequence
is generated by extracted feature sequences of latter action
recognition. This is accomplished by Vector Quantization
technique.
 Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
HMMs are a type of stochastic state transit model. This treat
discrete time sequences as the output of a Markov process whose
states cannot be directly observed [12] [13].
Suppose that n = 5, then we have to collect statistics for 3(5−1) =
81 past histories. Therefore, we will make a simplifying
assumption, called the Markov assumption:
For a sequence {q1, q2... qn}
P (qn|qn−1, qn−2... q1) = P (qn|qn−1).
For first order Markov models we can use these probabilities to
draw a probabilistic finite state Automaton. We say that the
probability of a certain observation at time n only depends on the
observation qn−1 at time n − 1.
An HMM which has ‘n’ states Q={ q1, q2,... qn } and ‘m’ output
symbols V={v1,v2,…….. ,vm } .
n=3 and m=3 is shown in Figure. Let the state at time t be st.
Now the NxN state transition matrix A is
A= {aij | aij = Pr (st+1 = qj | st = qi)}, where aij is the probability of
transiting from state qi to state qj.
The NxM state output probability matrix B is
B= {bj (k) | bj (k) = Pr (vk | st =qj)}, where bj (k) is the probability
of output symbol vk at state qj.
The initial state distribution vector π is

Figure-4 A full connected HMM with three states and three
Outputs
 Vector Quantization
For vector quantization, codeword’s gj ∈ Rn represents the
centers of the clusters of the feature Rn space. It’s required in
centers of the clusters. Codeword gj is assigned to symbol vj.
Consequently, the size of the code book is equal to the
number of HMM output symbols. Each feature vectors fi
transformed into the symbol that assigned to the codeword
nearest to the vector in the feature space. This means fi is
transformed into symbol vj if j=arg minj d (fi, gj) where d(x,
y) is the distance between vectors x and y.
2.2.3

Train Specific Action Model

The concept behind using the HMMs is to develop a model for
all of the actions that we want to recognize. For each action
HMMs give state based representation. The number of states was
determined. Further we calculate the probability P (O |λi) by
training each action model. We generate the observation posture
sequence O, for probability of model λi.
2.3 Action recognition
For the action recognition we use the following model which is
shown in the figure-5.

π = {πi | πi = Pr (s1 = qi)}
Recognition based on HMM involves two parts:
1. Training a model
2. Computing.
By trained each model it’s become generates the symbol patterns
for its training data. Appling the standard Baum-Welch algorithm
we can perform training.
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2.3.1

4

Classification

3.2 BBDU Data set

In the classification phase we us the neural network to separate
suspicious and non-suspicious human posture. Figure-6 show the
structure of neural network which used for classify the particular
action [9] [10].

Figure-6 The neural network used for classification

Sit up

Sit down

Exercise Walking

In the BBDU Data set we have 30 videos of 5 subjects. They
perform exercise, walking, sit up and sit down etc.

4. Result and Discussion
With the above approach, we have taken 30 videos of KTH data
set with 10 subjects and classified 17 videos into suspicious and
13 videos into Non-Suspicious category. In BBDU Data Set we
have taken 13 videos with 5 subjects and classified 7 videos into
suspicious and 8 videos into Non-Suspicious category. After
matching this BBDU Data Set with KTH Data Set, we observed
that the results are quite similar under a test condition. Detailed
analysis is represented in Matrix Form in Table 1.

Table 1 : Matrix for recognition of testing data of BBDU Data
Set

Figure-7 show the process flow of recognizing the specific action

3.

Data Set Used

Sit up

Sit
down

Exercise

Walking

Running

Jump

Sit up

12

1

0

0

0

0

Sit
down
Exercise

1

11

0

0

0

0

0

0

13

0

0

0

Walking

0

0

0

13

2

0

Running

0

0

0

0

10

0

Jump

0

1

0

0

1

13

3.1 KTH Data Set:In this Data set we have used the 40 different type’s video like
walking, jogging, running, boxing, waving and clapping etc of 10
subjects. All the videos are capture in the standard condition.

5.

Conclusion and Future Work

In above proposed model we take the Star Skeleton approach for
feature extraction because it is not iterative therefore, it was
computationally cheap. It also explicitly provides a mechanism
for controlling scale sensitivity. It relies on no a priori human
model.HHM and Neural Network is use for recognition which
represents the particular action in Suspicious and Non-Suspicious
category. In KTH Data Set 98% accuracy is reported in test
condition, in our mechanism we have reported 95% accuracy,
whose detailed analysis is represented in table-1.In this paper we
work only on single subject in different condition but in the
feature we take HHM and Neural Network for recognizing
various actions of multiple people in a single video.
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